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TMPOS Digital Platform Café (CAFÉ THANKS) Presenting in Korean
Wellbeing Exhibition
Duluth, GA USA and Seoul, Korea – May 1, 2018: TMPOS, Inc. (OTC: TPPM)
TMPOS’ Digital Platform Café (CAFÉ THANKS) exhibition will proudly be held in
Korea. TMPOS, Inc.(OTC: TPPM) is a point-of-sale (POS) payment solution provider
which utilizes the customer relationship management (CRM) platform developed by
our business company, EsolutionTG. Café Thanks corporate chain stores will be
physical locations to demonstrate TMPOS system’s excellence as a multi-store cloud
management point-of-sale system.
TMPOS operates multiple Café Thanks locations. We utilize digital platform services
such as our POS and CRM program in USA, Korea, and Thailand. Initially, Café
Thanks was an exclusive corporate-operated store franchise, but we are excited to
offer franchise opportunities to the public.
Café Thanks recently participated in the "Healing Fair" held at the Gangnam Yangjae
Center from April 6th to 8th, the largest exhibition within the industry in Korea. The
Healing Fair introduces excellent products and services specializing in healthy
lifestyle and wellbeing. The “Healing Fair” is the ultimate trend-setter in the healing
industry and culture. It is composed of five exhibition theme zones: Healing Living,
Healing Play, Healing Food, Healing Beauty, and Healing City & Tour. Over 150
companies and organizations participated and various experience programs were
presented during the phenomenal event.
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TMPOS plans to maximize the revenues and profits of Café Thanks by enhancing the
customer experience through the incorporation of block chain technology, such as
TXD PAY, TXD COIN, and TMPOS CRM, which together provide cash back service and
promotional discounts for our members. Café Thanks is consistent in providing the
best and newest health products, such as our low-carbohydrate, gluten-free pastries.
We are glad that our newly launched drink-list and food menu drew much
excitement from many patrons, and we are appreciative of our customers’ trust and
support.
Please refer to the TMPOS Corporate overview and presentation clips for more
information.
TMPOS Corporate Overview : https://youtu.be/uFbUQyy0ots
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